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Abstract

**Aim:** To examine the literature on novel digital imaging techniques for the assessment of outcomes in oral rehabilitation with dental implants.

**Material and methods:** An electronic search of Medline and Embase databases including studies published prior to 28th December 2014 was performed and supplemented by a manual search. A synthesis of the publications was presented describing the use of computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasonography, optical scanning, spectrophotometry or optical coherence tomography (OCT) related to the outcome measures in implant therapy.

**Results and conclusions:** Most of the digital imaging techniques have not yet sufficiently been validated to be used for outcome measures in implant dentistry. In clinical research, cone beam CT (CBCT) is increasingly being used for 3D assessment of bone and soft tissue following augmentation procedures and implant placement. Currently, there are no effective methods for the reduction of artifacts around implants in CBCT. Optical scanning is being used for the 3D assessment of changes in the soft tissue contour. The combination of optical scan with pre-operative CBCT allows the determination of the implant position and its spatial relation to anatomical structures. Spectrophotometry is the method most commonly used to objectively assess the color match of reconstructions and peri-implant mucosa to natural dentition and gingiva. New optical imaging techniques may be considered possible approaches for monitoring peri-implant soft tissue health. MRI and ultrasonography appear promising non-ionizing radiation imaging modalities for the assessment of soft tissue and bone defect morphologies. Optical scanners and OCT may represent efficient clinical methods for accurate assessment of the misfit between the reconstructions and the implants.
Introduction

The placement of dental implants to replace missing teeth is a well-documented therapy showing high long-term survival rates (Jung et al. 2012, Pjetursson et al. 2012a). These results have been reported for implants placed into native bone and for implants placed in conjunction with bone augmentation procedures (Benic et al. 2009, Jung et al. 2013a). As far as the success of implant therapy is concerned, the health of the peri-implant tissue and the functional aspects related to the implant-supported reconstruction are important parameters to be considered when assessing the outcome of implant therapy. Moreover, the visual appearance of the peri-implant soft tissue and of the reconstruction within the given dentition and the facial frame represents an important factor for clinical success in esthetic sites.

In recent review articles it was concluded that there is a lack of consensus regarding the definition of success for implant therapy and the choice of outcomes to measure implant success (Benic et al. 2012b, Cairo et al. 2012, Pjetursson et al. 2012b). Therefore, specific outcome domains have been proposed for clinical research including biological, technical, esthetic, and patient-centered parameters (Lang et al. 2012, Tonetti et al. 2012). In addition, the use of objective and reproducible assessments of outcomes was recommended to improve clinical research in this field. So far, assessments in human were typically done applying clinical examination techniques and conventional two-dimensional radiography.

In the past years, digital equipment including optical scanners, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and spectrophotometry were introduced for imaging in implant dentistry. In combination with computer software these imaging methods allow precise and reproducible assessment of implant-related parameters such as the volume of peri-implant tissues, the implant position, the color of the mucosa and of the reconstruction, and the prosthetic fit.

Up to now, the information available in the scientific literature regarding these new digital imaging methods has not been scrutinized. The aim of the present narrative review was, therefore, to examine the literature on the novel digital imaging techniques for the assessment of outcomes in oral rehabilitation with dental implants.
Material & Methods

Search strategy

An electronic search of Medline (Pubmed) and Embase databases was performed including studies published prior to 28th December 2014. The search was limited to publications published in English.

The following search terms were used: ("dental implants" OR "dental implant" OR "dental implantology" OR "peri-implant") AND ("CT" OR "computed tomography“ OR “MSCT” OR “CBCT” OR “cone beam computed tomography” OR “cone beam CT” OR “digital volume tomography” OR “DVT” OR “ultrasound“ OR “sonography“ OR “ultrasonography“ OR “ultrasonic“ OR “ultrasonographic“ OR “magnetic resonance imaging“ OR “MRI“ OR “optical coherence tomography“ OR “optical scan“ OR “optical scanner“ OR “optical impression“ OR “intraoral scan“ OR “intraoral scanner“ OR “digital scan“ OR “3D“ OR “three-dimensional“ OR “volume“ OR “volumetric“ OR “spectrophotometer“ OR “spectrophotometry“ OR “spectrophotometric“)

The electronic search was complemented by a manual search of reference lists of the included publications.

Selection of studies

Publications describing the use of computed tomography, ultrasonography, magnetic resonance imaging, optical coherence tomography, optical scanning, or spectrophotometry related to the assessment of outcome in implant therapy were included. The clinical studies were excluded, which reported exclusively on the use of digital imaging methods for treatment planning.

Two investigators independently performed the literature search including selection of titles, abstracts and full text publications. All titles obtained by the search were screened for meeting the selection criteria. If the title did not contain sufficient information for inclusion/exclusion, the abstract and, if needed, the full text was reviewed. The final selection of the publication was performed based on the amount of evidence and on the relevance of the findings. Any disagreement regarding inclusion was resolved by discussion between the two investigators.
Data extraction

The full texts of the selected papers were reviewed and the relevant data on the new imaging methods for the assessment of implant therapy outcome were extracted. In particular, these included information on the methodology and the findings of the included studies.

The extracted data were synthesised by the lead author and the synthesis was discussed with all authors.
Results

Cone beam computed tomography

Due to its capacity to provide cross-sectional images of the bone at lower radiation dose in comparison with multislice computed tomography (MCT), cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is currently the most widely used technique for three-dimensional (3D) imaging of bone. It has to be emphasized that the radiation burden of CBCT is considerably higher as compared to the intraoral radiography (Harris et al. 2012). Therefore, preoperative CBCT imaging in implant dentistry should be limited to the situations in which more information is needed following adequate clinical examination and conventional 2D radiography (Harris et al. 2012).

Postoperative imaging of dental implants by means of CBCT cannot be justified in the absence of a direct benefit for the patient except as part of ethically approved clinical research. Cross-sectional imaging may be helpful for the diagnosis and management of certain complications, such as nerve damage or postoperative infections (Harris et al. 2012). In the context of this review the focus is on the value of CT assessing the situation after implant placement.

In ethically approved clinical research, computed tomography (CT) can be used to evaluate:

• the bone and the soft tissue
• the implant position with reference to the anatomical structures and the pre-operatively planned implant position.

Assessment of bone and soft tissue

In addition, CBCT was used to visualize the external contour of the peri-implant soft tissue (Benic et al. 2012a, Jung et al. 2015, Kaminaka et al. 2014, Kehl et al. 2011). This can be accomplished by applying radio-opaque contrast materials (e.g. tin foils or flowable composite resins) on the mucosal surface (Benic et al. 2012a, Kehl et al. 2011). Another possibility for the visualization of the mucosa within the CBCT is to displace the lips and the cheeks from the alveolar process by means of lip retractors or cotton rolls (Januario et al. 2011, Kaminaka et al. 2014). Moreover, CT images can be matched with 3D surface scans to allow the visualization of the mucosal surface with reference to the bone and the implant.

Similarly to MCT (Kalender et al. 1987, Zhao et al. 2000), CBCT is susceptible to the appearance of artefacts generated by highly X-ray-absorbing objects, such as dental reconstructions (Draenert et al. 2007, Schulze et al. 2011). In CBCT images, artefacts expressed by altered grey values are always present in the proximity of titanium implants (Benic et al. 2013, Schulze et al. 2010). It is, therefore, controversial whether CBCT represents an adequate technique for the assessment of structures in the close proximity of dental implants.

In one in-vitro study a pattern was detected related to the distribution of artefacts around titanium implants in CBCT (Benic et al. 2013). Compared to control sites without implants, increased grey values were present at the buccal and lingual aspects of all the implant sites, whereas the regions with reduced grey values were located along the long axis of the mandibular body. Another study compared different implant materials with regards to the appearance of artefacts in CBCT (Sancho-Puchades et al. 2014). It was found that zirconium dioxide implants generate significantly more artefacts in comparison to titanium and titanium-zirconium implants. The intensity of artefacts around zirconium dioxide implants was on average three times as high as around titanium implants.

In a recent trial, artefacts around titanium and lead rods were analysed in 13 different CBCT devices and one MCT device, including high-dose and low-dose exposure protocols (Pauwels et al. 2013). The artefacts were always present and, in general, no significant improvement was observed for high-dose scan protocols. It
was concluded that, currently, the possibility for artefact reduction based on the adjustment of exposure parameters in CBCT is clinically not feasible.

Algorithms within 3D imaging software were developed to reduce metal generated artefacts. One in vitro study found that an artefact reduction algorithm does not significantly correct the altered grey values in the vicinity of implants (Parsa et al. 2014). Another study investigated the accuracy of CBCT images obtained with and without the use of artefact reduction modes in detecting simulated peri-implant defects (Kamburoglu et al. 2013). No difference was found between CBCT images obtained with and without artefact reduction algorithms.

A recent study found that the adjustment of image settings in CBCT imaging software has an influence on the detectability of peri-implant bone defects (de-Azevedo-Vaz et al. 2013). In particular, different combinations of image pre-settings (“filters”) allowed optimizing the visibility of peri-implant bone dehiscences. As far as CBCT image settings are concerned, it has to be pointed out that, currently, there are no guidelines for standardized CBCT image setting (e.g. window level and width) for evaluating of bone at dental implants. When examining the tissue contours in CBCT images, it is recommended not to limit the assessment to one 2D cross-section, but rather to analyse the volume in the entire region-of-interest. Moreover, the window level and width need to be adjusted to allow the identification of both the implant structures (e.g. threads and internal structure) as well as bone contour.

Dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) was recently developed to overcome certain limitations of single-energy CT systems including the difficulty to differentiate tissues (Johnson et al. 2007). In DECT, two CT data sets are acquired with different x-ray spectra that are generated using two different tube potentials. A recent study showed that DECT in combination with a particular data reconstruction process has the potential to reduce the intensity of artefacts around implants and enhance the visualization of the peri-implant tissue (Tanaka et al. 2013).

One focus of the recent research analysing the value of CBCTs for the clinic is the capacity to assess bone and bone defects around implants.

With regards to the capacity to assess peri-implant bone defects, several studies concluded that the measurements from CBCT scans rendered sub-millimetric deviations in the dimension of the true peri-implant defects (Fienitz et al. 2012, Golubovic et al. 2012, Kamburoglu et al. 2014, Ritter et al. 2014). An in vitro trial
found that periapical radiographs were better than CBCT in diagnosing peri-implant bone defects, when the defect width was below 0.35 mm. (Dave et al. 2013). Another study concluded that the evaluation of peri-implant bone defects by means of CBCT is not accurate for sites with a defect width < 0.5 mm (Fienitz et al. 2012). Moreover, it was found that CBCT is not adequate for the distinction between bone and bone substitute materials.

As far as the measurement of bone dimensions around implants is concerned, one trial concluded that CBCT is precise in determining the apico-coronal level of marginal bone (Shiratori et al. 2012). Other studies investigated the minimal thickness of peri-implant bone that can be identified using CBCT (Naitoh et al. 2012, Razavi et al. 2010). It was concluded that CBCT provides accurate measurements at sites with a bone thickness > 0.5 mm. In contrast, when bone thickness measured < 0.5 mm, the bone plate was either underestimated or not detectable. The threshold of bone thickness for the detection by CBCT was dependent on the image resolution. Scans with higher resolution and thus smaller voxels allowed identifying thinner peri-implant bone plates (Naitoh et al. 2012, Razavi et al. 2010).

Based on the results of these trials, it can be concluded that CBCT has the potential to allow the assessment of peri-implant bone plates and of peri-implant defects with a thickness > 0.5 mm. Due to the considerably higher artefact intensity generated by zirconia, it remains to be determined whether CBCT can provide accurate imaging of zirconia implants.

With regards to the analysis, in the majority of the clinical studies quantitative linear measurements of peri-implant tissues were performed with reference to the implant in the transaxial bucco-oral cross-section. The parameters usually assessed included bone and soft tissue thicknesses as well as the coronal level of the ridge crest and of the mucosal margin at the mid-buccal aspect of the test implant. In contrast, some studies measured the volume of the augmented regions (Amorfini et al. 2014, Arasawa et al. 2012, Pang et al. 2014).

When performing CT scans at different time points, the presence and the identification of an adequate reference structure is required to allow standardized measurements. An additional improvement for assessing tissue changes over time is to superimpose different 3D data sets thus allowing measuring in the identical region (Amorfini et al. 2014, Arasawa et al. 2012, Jung et al. 2013b).
When it comes to the assessment of bone density, crucial differences exist between MCT and CBCT. The measurements of bone density in CBCT are not easily comparable, because the grey values in CBCT are influenced by different factors, such as the CBCT device, the exposure parameters, and the position of the region-of-interest within the field-of-view (Nackaerts et al. 2011). Although attempts have been made to correct for grey value variability, no reliable system has been developed so far. Hence, the quantitative use of grey values cannot generally be recommended at this point in time (Pauwels et al. 2015).

Assessment of implant position

Postoperative cross-sectional radiographic imaging may be indicated for the diagnosis and management of certain complications. Essentially, they were defined as undesired implant intrusion into anatomic structures, such as mandibular canal, maxillary sinus and incisive canal (Harris et al. 2012).

In the majority of studies assessing the deviation between the preoperatively virtual 3D planning and the real position of the implant, the post-operative CT image was superimposed with the virtually planned implants (Tahmaseb et al. 2014). The combination of optical scan of implants with pre-operative CBCT can be applied for the radiation-free evaluation of the 3D implant position and the spatial relation to the neighbouring anatomical structures (Stoetzer et al. 2014, von See et al. 2014).

Magnetic resonance imaging

The assessment of anatomical structures and pathological processes in the maxillofacial region by means of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been performed for over 30 years (Baba et al. 1999, Eley et al. 2012, Modder et al. 1985) (Assaf et al. 2014). MRI allows the cross-sectional display of soft and hard tissues without using ionizing radiation (Gahleitner et al. 1999). When used for implant planning, it was shown that MRI provides similar amount of information in comparison to the CT-based analysis (Aguiar et al. 2008, Eggers et al. 2005a, Gray et al. 2003, Imamura et al. 2004, Pompa et al. 2010).

MRI was clinically used for the assessment of treatment outcome after sinus lifting procedure (Gray et al. 2001, Senel et al. 2006). In a previous study, 13 edentulous maxillary regions were evaluated before and three months after the sinus
floor elevation (Senel et al. 2006). The increase in the vertical amount of hard tissue was assessed on MRI. The investigators reported high quality of images and no artefacts. It was, therefore, stated that MRI allows an accurate assessment of the outcome of sinus floor elevation.

The appearance of artefacts in MRI depends on the composition and the physical properties of the object under investigation. It was reported that ferromagnetic elements induce inhomogeneity in the magnetic field and, thereby, cause artefacts in MRI (Klinke et al. 2012, Starcukova et al. 2008, Tymofiyeva et al. 2013).

In an in vitro trial, the extent of artefacts in MRI was investigated around metallic restorations and titanium implants (Eggers et al. 2005b). The presence and the intensity of artefacts were evaluated by matching the MRI images of the same specimen with and without the reconstructive materials. The image analysis revealed no artefacts around amalgam and gold reconstructions. In contrast, artefacts appeared in the proximity of titanium implants. This finding was explained by the presence of traces of ferromagnetic iron in the titanium alloy.

A recent study examined imaging of titanium and zirconia implants by means of MRI (Duttenhoefer et al. 2014). Zirconia implants induced minimal artifacts and were accurately displayed in MRI. In contrast, extensive artefacts appeared around titanium implants. In addition, the vertical amount of bone apical to the implant apex was assessed with MRI and micro CT. For titanium implants, the MRI-based assessment significantly underestimated the amount of bone in comparison to the micro CT control measurement. For the assessment at zirconia implants, no differences were found between MRI and micro CT. It was, therefore, concluded that MRI represent an accurate modality for 3D imaging of zirconia implants and the surrounding tissues.

**Ultrasonography**

Ultrasonography is a non-invasive diagnostic tool commonly used in medical imaging that is particularly indicated for the examination of the soft tissue anatomy and certain pathologies, such as hematoma or abscess. Ultrasonography allows the display of oral mucosa and underlying tooth, implant and bone surfaces (Choi et al. 2012, Culjat et al. 2008, Salmon & Le Denmat 2012).
Ultrasonic devices have been used in several investigations for the measurement of the thickness of the oral mucosa (Eghbali et al. 2014, Muller et al. 1999, Salmon & Le Denmat 2012).

A recent study evaluated the validity and the reproducibility of the ultrasonographic assessment of the mucosal thickness (Eghbali et al. 2014). Human cadaver edentulous maxillae were used to determine mucosal thickness at 100 different sites. Soft tissue thickness as recorded with the ultrasonic device was compared with the values measured by using micro CT. The ultrasonographic assessment rendered an underestimation of the values of approximately 0.1 mm in comparison with the micro CT analysis. This finding is in agreement with data from previous trials investigating the use of ultrasonic devices for the measurement of the mucosal thickness (Culjat et al. 2008, Culjat et al. 2012, Muller et al. 1999). It can, therefore, be concluded that ultrasonography represents a reliable and reproducible method to evaluate the thickness of the oral soft tissue.

In the previously mentioned publication, ultrasonography was clinically used for repeated measurements of the thickness of peri-implant mucosa at single implants (Eghbali et al. 2014). It was found that grafting with connective tissue substantially thickened the peri-implant mucosa. Moreover, the grafted soft tissue exhibited high dimensional stability over a 9-month period.

A recent in vitro trial assessed the use of ultrasonography for the imaging of implants with and without peri-implant bone defects (Choi et al. 2012). In this study, bone and implant surfaces were clearly displayed below the soft tissue. Moreover, the ultrasonographic device allowed the identification of the peri-implant bone dehiscences. Ultrasonographic measurements of peri-implant bone defects were evaluated in a previous clinical study with 25 patients (Bertram & Emshoff 2008). The vertical dimension of bone defects was sonographically assessed at the buccal aspect of 29 implants. These values were compared with the intra-operative measurements obtained after flap elevation by using a periodontal probe. The defects with < 6 mm of depth were accurately assessed by means of ultrasonography. In contrast, the sonographic assessment of the bone defects with > 6 mm of depth rendered poor reliability.
Optical scanning

Optical scanners were developed for digital impressions of teeth, implants and surrounding soft tissues. These devices provide 3D digital data sets that can also be used to evaluate:

- the soft tissue contour,
- the implant position with reference to the anatomical boundaries and the pre-operatively planned implant position,
- the prosthetic misfit of implant-supported fixed dental prosthesis.

Assessment of soft tissue contour

The most frequently used parameters for the assessment of peri-implant mucosal esthetics are vertical levels of the buccal mucosal margin and of the interproximal papillae (Benic et al. 2012b). However, the knowledge remains limited on the overall 3D behaviour of peri-implant soft tissues and its influence on the esthetic outcome of implant therapy.

Laboratory and intraoral optical scanners in combination with image analysis software are being increasingly used for 3D assessment of the change of mucosal contours resulting from implant placement and augmentation procedures (Abrahamsson 2011, Capelli et al. 2013, Friberg & Jemt 2012, Gallucci et al. 2007, Jemt & Lekholm 2003, 2005, Schneider et al. 2011, Schneider et al. 2014). The optical scanning allows the longitudinal quantitative evaluation of volumetric changes by superimposing 3D images generated at different time points. Generally, the baseline data set is used as reference for the matching of the subsequent 3D images. To allow precise matching of multiple 3D images, adequate reference structures need to be selected and identified in each data set. These reference structures need to remain stable during the observation period. Normally, surfaces of teeth and fixed reconstructions are used as reference structures. To date, many 3D image analysis softwares are available. They allow superimposition of images using the predefined reference structures by applying best-fit algorithms. It has to be taken into consideration that, at the moment, the accuracy of digital 3D matching procedures is not sufficiently investigated.
The intraoral situation can either be recorded indirectly by means of a conventional impression procedure and the fabrication of a study model that is subsequently scanned with an optical scanner, or by direct intraoral scanning. Direct intraoral scanning allows reducing the number of working steps and, thereby, increasing efficiency. In addition, by eliminating intermediate steps the direct method has the potential to increase the accuracy of the capturing procedure.

When it comes to the analysis, in the majority of the clinical investigations this technology was applied for measurements of the changes of ridge contour in the bucco-oral direction. In many studies, the measurement was performed in one cross-sectional image displaying the tissue contours at different time points. The analysis was done either by linear measurement between two points (Gallucci et al. 2007) or by assessing the area between 2D tissue contours at two time points (Jemt & Lekholm 2003, 2005). Another possibility is to measure the volume between 3D contours within a defined area-of-interest (Friberg & Jemt 2012, Schneider et al. 2011, Schneider et al. 2014). The results are provided as increase or reduction of volume in relation to the baseline time point. In order to compare the volume alterations between sites with different areas-of-interest, the volume changes are averaged over the measured area. The resulting relative value represents the mean linear change between two contours in the direction perpendicular to the area-of-interest (Schneider et al. 2011, Schneider et al. 2014).

The 3D optical scanning method is generally not adequate for the assessment of the interdental papillae, due to the incomplete impression of the surfaces in the interproximal regions. In the majority of clinical investigations, the assessment of the papillary changes was performed by direct intraoral linear measurements. In a previous study, the width and the height of the maxillary process in the interproximal region was measured with optical scanning of study casts, after the removal of the implant-supported reconstructions (Gallucci et al. 2007).

Assessment of implant position

The combination of optical scan of implants with pre-operative CBCT image can be applied for the radiation-free evaluation of the 3D implant position and the spatial relation to the neighbouring anatomical structures (von See et al. 2014). The superimposition of CBCT and optical scans can be performed with commercially
available software by selecting adequate landmarks, which can be identified using in both 3D images. This procedure permits identifying the implant position following placement and allows identifying possible damage to adjacent structures. Damage caused by the preparation of the implant bed can, however, not be visualized using this method.

Furthermore, this procedure can be used to determine variations between the preoperative virtual 3D planning and the actual position of the implant following placement (Stoetzer et al. 2014).

Assessment of prosthesis misfit

Optimizing the fit of the reconstructions to the implants is a common goal in prosthodontics aimed at improving clinical procedures and reducing the rate of biological and technical complications. The methods usually used in the clinic to assess the misfit between the framework of the reconstructions and the supporting implants encompass clinical examination and 2D intraoral radiography. In addition, indirect techniques using strain gauges (Karl et al. 2004, Smedberg et al. 1996), photogrammetry (Jemt & Book 1996, Jemt et al. 1996), mechanical and optical scanners in combination with computer software (Al-Fadda et al. 2007, Hjalmarsson et al. 2010, Jemt & Hjalmarsson 2012, Papaspyridakos et al. 2012) have been used to assess the misfit between the reconstructions and the implants.

In the past years, technical improvements and market penetration of new CAD/CAM systems for fabrication of reconstructions have also lead to increased use of intraoral optical impressions. Recent studies found digital scans to be as accurate as conventional impression techniques (Ender & Mehl 2011, van der Meer et al. 2012). However, intraoral scanners still face some limitations regarding their widespread clinical use. They render inadequate results when scanning patient situations with large edentulous gaps between the implants (Andriessen et al. 2014). The main reason for the inaccuracy of the scans seems to be the lack of anatomic landmarks for precise stitching of the multiple scans obtained by the intraoral camera. In order to overcome this problem a new method has recently been described (Jokstad & Shokati 2014). Acrylic stents were fabricated and placed onto the patients’ edentulous jaw to facilitate the stitching of the multiple images generated by the intraoral scanner.
A recent retrospective clinical study assessed the misfit between fixed dental prosthesis (FDP) and the supporting implant abutments in patients with an edentulous jaw (Jokstad & Shokati 2014). The implant intraoral positions were recorded by use of an intraoral scanner, and the matching surface of the detached FDP was recorded using a laboratory scanner. The misfit between the two was then calculated applying a matching-software. The patients had longitudinally been monitored and clinical parameters including bone loss and technical complication rates had been assessed for an average of 19 years. The degree of misfit positively correlated with the rate of technical complication (screw loosening and screw fracture) that had occurred during the previous 19 years, but not with the amount of bone loss (Jokstad & Shokati 2014).

Although, a correlation between the amount of misfit and the occurrence of technical complications has been reported, it is presently unknown which maximum degree of misfit will not lead to an increase of clinical complications.

**Spectrophotometry**

Colour assessment of the mucosa or of the reconstruction can be performed objectively by using either a reflectance spectrophotometer (Ishikawa-Nagai et al. 2007, Jung et al. 2008, Park et al. 2007) or hyper-spectral imaging (van Brakel et al. 2011). Spectrophotometry is the method most commonly used to assess color differences in dentistry. When compared with the ability of the human eye to assess colors in a clinical setting, spectrophotometry was found to both capture smaller differences in color and to achieve higher reproducibility of the assessments (Gehrke et al. 2009, Johnston & Kao 1989).

Spectrophotometer generates a digital image of an object, which can be displayed on a computer screen. Subsequently, the actual measurement is performed for a selected area on the computer display. The spectral analysis of the region-of-interest provides the CIE-Lab (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) colour coordinates: L = lightness, a = chroma along red-green axis, and b = chroma along yellow-blue axis. The colour differences between two sites or situations are expressed as differences of the colour components ∆L, ∆a, ∆b, and the resulting total colour difference ∆E. The total colour difference between two situations or sites (∆E) is calculated by using the following formula: ∆E = √[(L1-L2)^2 + (a1-a2)^2 + (b1-b2)^2] (CIE Pub 2004).
Under standardized laboratory conditions, the human eye is able to distinguish a colour difference $\Delta E$ of 1 (Kuehni & Marcus 1979). For the intraoral evaluation of dental hard tissue, $\Delta E$ values ranging from 2 to 4 were reported as the limit of perceptibility for color differences (Douglas & Brewer 1998, Douglas et al. 2007, Johnston & Kao 1989, Yilmaz et al. 2009).

In implant dentistry the spectrophotometer has mainly been used for the evaluation of the peri-implant mucosa. Studies in this field aimed at investigating the treatment possibilities for improving the colour match of the peri-implant mucosa to the natural gingiva. For the evaluation of clinically relevant colour differences, the $\Delta E$ value of 3.7 was commonly considered as the threshold value for intraoral colour distinction by the human eye (Johnston & Kao 1989). This threshold value had, however, been determined for the evaluation of dental hard tissues. A recent in-vitro trial aimed at determining the threshold value for the detection of colour differences of human gingiva by the human eye (Sailer et al. 2014). The lightness of digital images of human gingiva was gradually modified by using a software. Pairs of digitally modified and original images were randomly presented on a computer screen. Dentists, dental technicians and lay people assessed visible differences between images. The overall threshold value $\Delta E$ amounted to 3.1.

When assessing the clinically visible colour differences, it has to be taken into account that normal colour differences between the natural gingiva of contralateral teeth were reported to measure $\Delta E$ of 2.7 (Ishikawa et al. 1988). In a recent clinical study dental professionals were asked to assess the quality of the color match between peri-implant mucosa and natural gingiva sites on a scale ranging from perfect match to clinically unacceptable (Paniz et al. 2014). Subsequently, the $\Delta E$ values between these peri-implant mucosa and natural gingiva sites were assessed using a spectrophotometer. The subjective perfect matching presented values of $\Delta E = 6.6$, the subjective good matching corresponded to average values $\Delta E$ of 8.5, and the distinguishable evaluations corresponded to $\Delta E$ values of 15.5.

The insertion of implant-supported reconstructions induces a discoloration of the peri-implant mucosa (Ishikawa-Nagai et al. 2007, Jung et al. 2008). Previous in-vitro and in-vivo studies evaluated the influence of the colour of the reconstructive material and of the soft tissue thickness on the colour of the peri-implant mucosa (Bressan et al. 2011, Buchi et al. 2014, Jung et al. 2008, Jung et al. 2007, Pecnik et
Various trials found that mucosal thickness significantly affected the degree of soft tissue discoloration caused by the colour of reconstructive material (Happe et al. 2013b, Jung et al. 2007, Pecnik et al. 2014). It was concluded that when mucosal thickness exceeded 2 mm, the discoloration of mucosa caused by the underlying materials was below the ΔE threshold value of 3.7 (Jung et al. 2007, Pecnik et al. 2014). Therefore, the mucosal discoloration caused by the underlying restorative material can clinically be addressed using two different approaches: improving the optical properties of the restorative material and thickening of the covering mucosa.

Another factor not commonly assessed in previous clinical studies is the health of the tissue under evaluation. It has been proposed that light in the visible near-infrared spectral region can be used to detect the degree of tissue inflammation (Sowa et al. 2006, Sowa et al. 2001). A clinical study examining healthy implants and those with mucositis and peri-implantitis found that optical spectroscopy correlates with various components of the inflammatory process in the peri-implant mucosa, specifically, tissue perfusion, oxygenation and hydration (Nogueira-Filho et al. 2011). Moreover, it was reported that haemoglobin peaks are visible in the reflection spectrum of hyper-spectral imaging (van Brakel et al. 2011). These technologies may, therefore, be considered a possible approach for the monitoring of soft tissue health and diagnosis of peri-implant diseases in the future.

In the majority of the clinical studies, the final colour of the covering peri-implant mucosa was compared with the gingiva at the adjacent or contralateral tooth. Ideally, three measurements should be made, when assessing color changes in a clinical setting: i) the colour match between the test and the control sites prior to the intervention, ii) the colour match between the test and the control sites after the intervention, and iii) the colour change at the test site from prior to after the intervention.

**Optical coherence tomography**

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an imaging modality that allows the cross-sectional display of tissues and biomaterials (Clarkson 2014, Colston et al. 1998, Otis et al. 2000). OCT is based on the concept of low-coherence interferometry, in which broadband light is projected over a sample under investigation (Huang et al. 1991). The light rays penetrate the object and the
backscattered photons provide depth-related information about the object. This information is transformed into a 2D image by computer software.

A recent in vitro study investigated the potential of OCT for the detection of marginal gaps at the implant-abutment interface (Kikuchi et al. 2014). Gaps sized 50 µm, 100 µm, 150 µm, and 200 µm were created between implants with external hexagonal connection and titanium abutments. Subsequently, porcine mucosa samples with 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm, or 2 mm of thickness were placed onto the implant-abutment interfaces. It was found that when covered with mucosa of a thickness of 0.5 mm and 1 mm, the gaps measuring ≥ 100 µm could be detected and accurately measured. When the mucosal thickness reached 1.5 mm, however, only approximately 70% of the gaps sized 150 µm and 200 µm could be detected. Finally, in cases with a mucosal thickness of 2 mm the majority of the gaps could not be detected.
Conclusions

Based on the findings of the present narrative review it can be concluded that:

• Various new digital imaging techniques were recently introduced for the assessment of outcomes in oral rehabilitation with dental implants. The majority of them have, however, not yet been sufficiently validated in clinical studies.

• In clinical research, cone beam compute tomography (CBCT) is increasingly being used for 3D assessment of bone and soft tissue following augmentation procedures and implant placement. Currently, there are no effective methods for the reduction of artifacts around dental implants in CBCT. Despite this limitation, CBCT has the potential to allow the assessment of bone plates and bone defects around titanium implants. Due to the considerably higher artifact intensity generated by zirconia, it remains to be determined whether CBCT can provide accurate imaging of zirconia implants.

• The assessment of anatomic structures and pathological processes in the maxillofacial region by means of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been performed for over 30 years. MRI potentially represents an accurate modality for 3D imaging of zirconia implants and the surrounding tissues. In contrast, MRI-based imaging of titanium implants appears to be susceptible to the appearance of artifacts.

• Ultrasonography has the potential to allow an accurate and reproducible assessment of the peri-implant mucosa. In addition, ultrasonography may be considered a possible approach non-ionizing radiation method for the assessment of bone defects and soft tissue pathology originated from surgical complications.

• Optical scanning is increasingly being used for the 3D assessment of the changes in the soft tissue contour. The combination of optical scan with pre-operative CBCT can be applied for the determination of the 3D implant
position and the spatial relation to the neighbouring anatomical structures. Furthermore, optical scanners may represent an efficient clinical method for an accurate quantitative assessment of the misfit between the reconstructions and the implants.

- Spectrophotometry is the method most commonly used to objectively assess color differences in dentistry. In implant dentistry spectrophotometric assessments aimed at investigating the optical properties of the restorative material and of the covering mucosa for assessing the color match of the peri-implant mucosa to the natural gingiva. New optical imaging techniques, such as spectroscopy and hyperspectral imaging, may be considered possible approaches for monitoring peri-implant soft tissue health and disease.

- Optical coherence tomography (OCT) appears a promising imaging modality for the detection of the marginal gaps at the implant-abutment interface. However, its diagnostic capacity seems to be limited to sites with thin mucosa.
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